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on his board, head downward, in front of 

the wave, and travelling at the rate of forty 

miles an hour. Wh inconceivable dexte- 

rity he keeps his papa-hee-nalu in position ; 

always in front of the wave, and pointed 

well downward, he is propelled by the 

pressure upon the underside of the board. 

The wave in its progress picks up passen- 

ger after passenger, and as it approaches the 

shore, fairly hurling its daring riders forward, 

the wild enthusiasm of the spectators breaks 

forth in ringing huzzahs; the shouts almost 

drown the roar of the surf; and how the 

wild scene makes one’s blood tingle! The 

uninitiated grow breathless with suspense,   

for they expect to see the natives dashed 

upon the beach by the breaking wave, more 

dead than alive. Not at all! The latter 

seem to know by instinct when the billow will 

topple over, and that moment they bring 

their papa-hee-nalus into a horizontal posi- 

tion and drop behind it, and when the’ 

mountain of “cruel, crawling foam” has 

spent itself at your feet, the surf-riders are 

several yards out to sea again. If in need 

of rest, they take it in the water, coming ta 

land when the day’s sport is over. They 

land high and dry with an incoming wave— 

always without accident, though completely 

submerged by the breaker. 

  

  

HE gorges in the 

= mountains of the 

eastern states of 

Americaare called 

cafions, and some 

of them are of 

2 immense propor- 

tions. One of these, the “ Royal 

Gore ” of the Grand Cafion of 

the river Arkansas, in Colorado, 

is thus described :     
pereades the scene—the height is so great 

that the water below one is as polished 

metal, and as stationary as the mighty walls 

which look down upon them from such a 

fearful eminence. Fairly awed into a bra- 

vado as reckless as it is strange to us, we 

crawl out upon tottering ledges to peer into 

sheer depths of untold ruggedness ; we grasp 

with death-like clutch some over-hanging 
limb, and swing out upon a promontory be- 

side which the apex of the highest cathedral 

spire in the world would be a sapling in 

height. If our first experience upon the 

brink of the Grand Cajion was startling, this is 

absolutely terrifying, and the bravest at the 

one point become most abject of cowards 

in comparison at the other. At the first 

“The solemn stillness of death. 

  

A WONDERFUL PRECIPICE. 

point of observation, the walls, though 

frightfully steep, are nevertheless sloping to 

more or less extent; here at the Royal 

Gorge they are sheer precipices, as perpen- 

dicular as the tallest house, as straight as if 
built by line. So narrow is the gorge that 

one would think the throwing of a stone 

from side to side the easiest of accomplish- 

ments, yet no living man has ever done it, 

or succeeded in throwing any object so that 

it would fall into the water below. Many 

tourists are content with the appalling view 

from the main walls, but. others more ven- 

turesome work their way six hundred toa 

thousand feet down the ragged edges of a 
mountain that has parted and actually slid 

into the chasm; and as we have come to 

see it all, the clamber down must be accom- 

plished. For some distance we scramble 

over and between monstrous boulders, and 

reach the narrow and almost absolutely 

petpendicular crevice of a gigantic mass 

of rock, down which we must let ourselves 

a hundred feet or more. As we reach the 

shelf or ledge of rock upon which the great 

rock has fallen and been sundered, we 

glance back, but only for a second—the 

thought of our daring making us grow sick 

and dizzy. But.a step or two more, and


